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mIxEd pIctuRE foR AIRLINE pRofIts IN 2014

The year 2014 has been one of the most profitable on 
record for airlines, even if it has probably not felt that way 
for many.

That in part reflects that over half the industry profits come 
from North American airlines alone. Of the nearly $20 billion 
net profit IATA estimates airlines will have made in 2014, 
$11.9 billion will come from North American airlines.

“I think the improvement concentrated in North America 
and the US in particular – partly because that’s where we 
have seen the structural changes, but also because the US 
economy is really strong,” says IATA chief economist Brian 
Pearce. “Whereas we are seeing economies elsewhere 
– for example, Europe, parts of Asia – that are actually 
struggling.”

NORTH AMERICA
North America’s revived financial fortunes – after a 
tumultuous last decade – have been driven by financial 
restructuring and airline consolidation. This has seen the 
majors consolidate around American Airlines, Delta Air Lines 
and United, while Southwest merged with AirTran.

The last to make its move, American Airlines, has since 
finalising its merger with US Airways in December 2013 

implemented one of the largest codeshare agreements in the 
world, shifted US Airways to Oneworld, found an additional 
$400 million in revenue synergies, re-banked flights at a 
major hub and co-located operations at roughly 100 airports 
around the world.

“On the integration front, we’ve made great progress,” said 
Doug Parker, chairman and chief executive of American, in 
October. “But we’ve still got a lot to do, like bigger items like 
a single operating certificate and reservations system.” 

Southwest Airlines is finalising the last part of its merger with 
AirTran – which closed in May 2011 – having taken on all of 
its international flights. The last AirTran flight took place on 
28 December.

The consolidation has brought with it a tighter grip on 
capacity, which continued across 2014. “In North America, 
due to the consolidation, it’s a lot easier for airlines to be 
making money,” says Peter Morris, chief economist at 
Flightglobal consultancy Ascend. 

IATA sees North American airline profits growing to more 
than $13 billion in 2015 and Wall Street is seeing much the 
same. 

Analyst reports from Deutsche Bank, JP Morgan, UBS and 
Raymond James all forecast profit improvements among 
US carriers next year driven largely by falling oil prices and 
buoyed by strong domestic fundamentals, including demand, 
capacity discipline and debt reduction.

EUROPE
By contrast much of Europe’s airline industry – and its network 
carriers in particular - are still working through restructuring. 
While IAG secured game-changing cost reductions at Iberia 
– after a drawn out battle with unions – its counterparts at 
Air France-KLM and Lufthansa continue to restructure their 
short-haul operations. 

Air France-KLM aborted its plans to develop its Transavia 
leisure unit as a wider European brand outside of France 
and the Netherlands to end pilot strikes in September. While 
an agreement is now in place with unions, it remains to be 
seen whether its actions will be enough to return its short-
haul operations to profit.

Lufthansa meanwhile remains in deadlock over securing 
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new terms with its pilots – who carried out renewed strike 
action in December .

The need for network carriers to change has been driven 
by the continued pressure from Europe’s low-cost carriers, 
which stepped up their efforts to tempt business travellers 
onto their aircraft. Strong results at EasyJet and a bumper 
start to the new cuddly Ryanair will further encourage these 
and other LCCs in 2015.

While long-haul remains more profitable for European 
network carriers, capacity has been an issue for some. There 
was some over-capacity on some North Atlantic routes  - a 
market all the more tempting to European airlines given stiff 
Gulf carrier competition on routes to Asia –  and Lufthansa 
and Air France-KLM both cited softer long-haul yields 
as factors in summer profit warnings.  The latter flagged 
“persistent weakness” in unit revenues affecting several 
long-haul markets in a further profit warning in December.

ASIA-PACIFIC
IATA’s latest forecast sees Asia-Pacific carriers posting 
profits of $3.5 billion in 2014 – making it the second most 
profitable region but still some way short of its  performance 
in 2010, when Asian carriers were the most profitable.

That profitability continues to be hit by a faltering recovery in 
air cargo, where Asia-Pacific carriers are the most exposed, 
and fierce competition amid large increases in capacity.

Carriers in Southeast Asia have battled overcapacity this 
year, but have taken action to pull back some of this growth 
in a bid to better meet demand. Tigerair has taken the most 
drastic action. The Singapore based carrier is to sub-lease 
12 Airbus A320s – around one-third of its fleet – to IndiGo 
for up to four years. While the airline is dealing with its own 
internal problems, such action indicates that it sees no return 
to growth in the near-term.

Jetstar Asia has not announced any plans to downsize its 
fleet, but has made no secret that its growth plans remain on 
ice. Jetstar group chief executive Jayne Hrdlicka views the 
low-cost market in Southeast Asia as now in a mature phase 
of its growth cycle. “Everyone’s stepped back and realised 
that the heady days of double-digit growth are done,” she 
says. 

This year, even fast-growing Lion Air has taken steps to reel 
back its capacity. 

Network carriers in the region enjoyed mixed fortunes. Profits 
in part were hit by the continued challenges in air freight – a 
key part for network carriers in the region – as though cargo 

traffic is recovering, yields are not.

While Thai Airways endured a particularly difficult year, as 
demand struggled in the light of political instability earlier 
in the year, it was clearly a devastating year for Malaysia 
Airlines. After MH370 and MH17, its financial woes mounted 
and a major restructuring – under which the carrier is being 
taken back into private ownership - is in play. New chief 
executives at both carriers face big turnaround challenges 
in the year ahead. 

AFRICA
For Africa’s airline industry, 2014 has been another year of 
muted progress, as geopolitical, social, and local factors 
continue to block the path to consistent profitability.

While the potential remains undoubted – underlined by 
strong economic growth in parts of the region – African 
carriers continue to face the perennial challenges of stalled 
aviation liberalisation, infrastructure issues and local political 
instability. This year, though, it faced the added shock of 
the devastating Ebola outbreak which has dominated the 
landscape over the second half of the year.

Though centred on West Africa, it hit demand and 
connectivity across the wider African network. Local carriers 
were forced to abandon several African links, while a number 
of international carriers dropped their services to the region 
– though some carriers, notably Brussels Airlines, continued 
to fly to some of the affected countries.

Assuming the Ebola outbreak can be controlled, Africa’s 
carriers still have plenty else to occupy them. IATA gave 
up its initial hopes the region could make a modest 2014 
profit in its latest profits forecast and now expects them to 
collectively break even – though it foresees the region’s 
carriers delivering a collective profit of $200 million in 2015.

Some of sub-Saharan Africa’s bigger operators – Kenya 
Airways and in particularly South African Airways – are 
facing financial challenges. The latter has been plagued by 
management upheaval as its financial position grows more 
perilous. It will be hoping for fresh impetus after the treasury 
took control of the airline and acting chief executive Nico 
Bezuidenhout began implementing a 90-day turnaround 
programme.

MIDDLE EAST
The big Gulf carriers continued to dominate the Middle East 
airline landscape across the year. Etihad Airways, which is 
trying to make up for lost time in its bid to match the scale 
of its local rivals, continued its expansive equity-partnership 
scheme. After finalising a deal to acquire Jet Airways, it 
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added struggling Italian carrier Alitalia to the fold. Along with 
it comes a series of new links and co-operations between 
Etihad’s interlinking partners, with its Abu Dhabi hub as the 
centre of gravity.

Etihad and Qatar Airways have both invested heavily in fleet 
and product, and these efforts came to fruition in December. 
First Etihad rolled out its first Airbus A380s and Boeing 787s, 
featuring a further upgrade in its onboard product. Then 
Airbus A350 launch customer Qatar Airways took delivery 
of the first of the new widebody from Toulouse. The aircraft 
enters commercial service in January.

LATIN AMERICA
One market dominated the headlines during 2014 in Latin 
America. The Venezuelan currency crisis dragged on across 
the year and IATA estimated in December that some 24 
carriers still have trapped $3.6 billion worth of revenues 
earned from ticket sales in the country.

IATA has repeatedly expressed its concerns about Venezuela 
in the past year, but its pleas seem to have largely fallen on 
deaf ears. “The government is slowly clearing these funds - 
but at deep currency rate discounts and with a poor record 
of keeping its promises,” says IATA director general Tony  
Tyler.

In recent months, a handful of carriers have reached 
agreements with the Venezuelan government to repatriate 
some revenue. Some airlines said they will receive funds 
from selected months, others reached deals to repatriate 
funds earned in a given year. Many said they repatriated 
funds at less favourable exchanges rates than when they 
were earned, which has resulted in a hit to the airlines’ 
financial results

To minimise the impact of Venezuela, foreign airlines have 
had no choice but to drastically reduce service – though 
many resisted pulling out altogether. Data from Flightglobal’s 
schedules specialist Innovata from December shows that 
the top five carriers with regional and international capacity 
to Venezuela are now all local operators. This is a different 

picture from a year ago, when American Airlines, Air France 
and Iberia were among the top five carriers.

The currency crisis has hurt Venezuela’s airlines too, as they 
struggle with a shortage of US dollars to pay for maintenance 
bills and other operating expenses. 

OUTLOOK
Perhaps the most unexpected, but welcome, element of 
the year for airlines was the sharp fall in the oil price. The 
barrel price of Crude Oil has virtually halved over the last 
six months to fall below the $60 mark. While that did not 
immediately translate into lower fuel costs for all airlines, 
as hedges remained and the strength of the US dollar had 
an impact, lower costs are set to filter through in the year 
ahead.

“We expect there to be an improvement in all regions in 2015 
because of lower oil prices,” says Pearce. IATA is forecasting 
airlines will improve profits further, to $25 billion, in 2015.

As the lower oil price seems to be related to supply factors 
rather than being an indication of  weakening economies, 
it means airlines could – at least for a short period – be in 
position to enjoy lower costs and strong demand. But IATA 
believes the lower costs will ultimately be reflected in ticket 
prices.

“Once airlines see costs coming down, that is almost always 
followed by a reduction in fares or cargo rates because it 
is such a competitive industry,” says Pearce. “Many airlines 
have got a significant proportion of the fuel bill hedged. So 
a lot of airlines are not seeing the benefit yet. But that will 
start to come through in 2015, which is why we think fares 
will fall.

“It is still a very risky business environment,” he adds. “There 
are still lots of things that could go wrong. There are lots 
of geopolitical conflicts in the Middle East and in Russia, 
eastern Europe and in Asia. Ebola hopefully won’t lead to 
a shock, but there are a number of issues that could cause 
problems.”

iata industRy outlook 2014 (dEcEMbER foREcast)

Region 2014 profit
(June forecast)

2014 profit
(Dec forecast)

2013 profit 2015 profit forecast

Africa $0.1bn $0.0bn $0.1bn $0.2bn
Asia-Pacific $3.2bn $3.5bn $2.3bn $5.0bn
Europe $2.8bn $2.7bn $0.5bn $4.0bn
Latin America $1.1bn $0.7bn $0.2bn $1.6bn
Middle East $1.6bn $1.1bn $0.5bn $1.1bn
Noth America $9.2bn $11.9bn $7.2bn $13.2bn
TOTAL $18.0bn $19.9bn $10.6bn $25.0bn

NOTE: This article is an abridged version of a series of recently published regional and sector analysis articles available to premium news 
subscribers on Flightglobal’s dashboard
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stARt-up AIRLINEs IN 2014

staRt-up aiRlinEs in 2014: afRica

Airline Country
Air Leisure Egypt
Azman Air Nigeria
Delta Air Aviation Sudan
Discovery Air Nigeria
Fanjet Express Kenya
Flyafrica.com Zimbabwe
FlySafair South Africa
Global Africa Aviation Zimbabwe
Golden Wings Aviation South Sudan
Interstate Airways South Sudan
Jambo Jet Kenya
Mahogony Air Zambia
Malawian Airlines Malawi
Niger Airlines Niger
Phakalane Airways South Africa

staRt-up aiRlinEs in 2014: asia-pacific

Airline Country
9 Air China
Afghan Jet International Airlines Afghanistan
AHS Air International Pakistan
Air China Inner Mongolia China
Air Republiq Airlines Philippines
AirAsia India India
Angel Airways Bangladesh
Apsara International Air Cambodia
Asian Air Thailand
Bassaka Air Cambodia
Fuzhou Airlines China
Hai Au Aviation Vietnam
Link PNG Papua New Guinea
Mann Yadanarpon Airlines Myanmar
Meiya Air China
My Indo Airlines Indonesia
NewGen Airways Thailand
Palau Pacific Airways Palau
Pelican Airlines Australia
Qingdao Airlines China
Ruili Airlines China
Saurya Airlines Nepal
Siam Air Thailand
Spring Airlines Japan Japan
Thai AirAsia X Thailand
Thai Express Cargo Thailand
Thai VietJet Air Thailand
Tigerair Taiwan Taiwan
Union Express Charter Airline Myanmar
Urumqi Airlines China
US-Bangla Airlines Bangladesh

Much of the activity among start-up carriers during 2014 has 
been driven by new low-cost offshoots from both budget and 
network carriers.

The model has been a necessity in Asia, where a lack of open 
skies has heralded an array of joint-venture partnerships as 
means of expanding brands into new markets.

AirAsia, for example, continued its expansion with the 
addition of new operations over the summer, launching 
AirAsia India and new long-haul unit Thai AirAsia X.

In August, China’s Spring Airlines launched its first overseas 
operation – Spring Airlines Japan – the fourth Japanese 
low-cost domestic operation in the country following in the 
footsteps of Peach, JetStar Japan and Vanilla Air. AirAsia – a 
former partner with All Nippon Airways in Vanilla predecessor 
carrier AirAsia Japan – has said it is looking to relaunch a 
Japanese carrier in 2015.

The year closed with two 
new low-cost ventures in 
Taiwan. As has been seen 
elsewhere in Asia, these have 
seen both low-cost brands 
and network carriers – often 
working together – positioning 
themselves in this part of the 
sector. This was evident in 

November’s launch of Tigerair Taiwan – the joint venture 
between local carrier China Airlines and Tigerair – followed 
in December by first flights from new TransAsia low-cost unit 
V Air.

AIRLINEs 
stARtEd-up

IN 2014

83

Low-cost Sping Airlines Japan was launched in August
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staRt-up aiRlinEs in 2014: EuRopE

Airline Country
Adriatic Skyways Croatia
Air Cargo Global Slovakia
Atlas Global Ukraine
Aviolet Serbia
Ellinair Greece
European Coastal Airlines Croatia
Flyvista Georgia
Hermes Aviation Ltd Malta
Jet Time Finland Finland
La Compagnie France
Pobeda Russia
Primera Air Nordic Latvia
Quick Duck Airlines Slovakia
Rhein-Neckar Air Germany
Sky Prim Air Moldova
SkyGreece Airlines Greece
Snowbird Airlines Finland

staRt-up aiRlinEs in 2014: latin aMERica

Airline Country
Avior Regional Venezuela
Cubano Airtours Cayman Islands
Golden Arrow Airways Guyana
Phoenix Airways St. Kitts and Nevis
Rio Amazonas Peru
Sudamericana de Aviacion Ecuador
TAME Amazonia Ecuador
TAR Aerolineas Mexico
Uniworld Air Cargo Panama

staRt-up aiRlinEs in 2014: MiddlE East

Airline Country
Airstream Aviation United Arab Emirates
Atrak Air Iran
Taftan Air Iran
Up Israel

staRt-up aiRlinEs in 2014: noRth aMERica

Airline Country
21 Air United States
Hummingbird Air United States
Ohana by Hawaiian United States
Orange Air United States
Via Air United States
Western Global Airlines United States

In Europe, where an open-skies environment exists, the 
model of creating sub-brands has largely been the domain 
of network carriers. EU-based low-cost carriers have largely 
been able to enter new markets simply by launching new 
bases. European network operators though, have with 
mixed success over the years established carriers largely 
as a way to operate short-haul operations under a different 
cost base.

This continues apace at Europe’s big-three network carrier 
groups with developments at Iberia Express and Vueling 
within IAG, Transavia and Hop within Air France-KLM, and 
Germanwings and Eurowings within Lufthansa Group.

One of the most notable low-cost start-ups by a European 
network carrier this year was Russian operator Aeroflot, 
which launched its budget operation at the second attempt 
in December. Aeroflot began operations with Pobeda in 
December, operating from Moscow’s Vnukovo airport and 
will serve Belgorod, Ekaterinburg, Perm, Samara, Tyumen 
and Volgograd.

Pobeda’s launch came four months after Aeroflot was forced 
to halt flights of its previous low-cost venture Dobrolet after 
being hit by EU sanctions related to Crimean operations 
in the light of the conflict around Ukraine. Dobrolet had 
only launched services three months earlier as Aeroflot’s 
response to the relaxing of Russian consumer regulations, 
which paved the way for low-cost services in the country.

Another network carrier to launch a low-cost unit was Kenya 
Airways, which began operations with its Jambo Jet brand.

At the other end of the spectrum one of the notable launches 
in 2014 was French transatlantic premium operation La 
Compagnie. The airline launched services – using an all-
business-configured Boeing 757-200s in the summer on 
flights between Paris Charles de Gaulle and Newark. The 
airline has also outlined its intention to serve Newark from 
London next year, without specifying which airport from the 
UK capital it will use.

Aeroflot launched low-cost Pobeda in December

La Compagnie offers an all-business-configured 757-200s
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AIRLINE fAILuREs IN 2014

aiRlinE failuREs in 2014: afRica

Airline Country
Air Uganda Uganda
Fly540 Angola Angola
Fly540 Ghana Ghana
Katanga Express Congo (Democratic Republic)

aiRlinE failuREs in 2014: asia-pacific

Airline Country
Air Mandalay Myanmar
East Air Tajikistan
Eznis Airways Mongolia
Lao Central Airlines Laos
LUK Aero Kazakhstan
Merpati Indonesia
Nok Mini Thailand
Sky Aviation Indonesia
Tigerair Mandala Indonesia
ValuAir Singapore
Vincent Aviation New Zealand
Vincent Aviation (Australia) Australia

aiRlinE failuREs in 2014: EuRopE

Airline Country
Air Armenia Armenia
Air Caucasus Georgia
Air One Italy
Aviatrans K Ukraine
Bingo Airways Poland
Bylina Russia
Central Connect Airlines Czech Republic
Dobrolet Russia
Greenland Express Greenland
Grixona Air Moldova
Helitt Spain
Livingston Compagnia Aerea Italy
Moldovian Airlines Moldova
Moskovia Airlines Russia
Polet Airlines Russia
Rostock Airways Germany
Small Planet Airlines (Italy) Italy
Valahia Air Romania

aiRlinE failuREs in 2014: latin aMERica

Airline Country
Aerolineas Estelar Venezuela
Tiara Air Aruba
PAL Airlines Chile

After the many airline casualties of recent years – and despite 
the financial grip tightening on several carriers – 2014 was a 
year with relatively few high-profile airline failures.

Among the oldest airlines to cease operations in 2014 
was US freight carrier World Airways. The Boeing MD-11 
operator – which filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection 
in November – halted flights in March. The airline was 
originally launched in 1948.

The carrier’s collapse came a few months after parent 
Global Aviation filed for bankruptcy protection. As part of that 
restructuring, the remaining assets of sister company North 
American Airlines were acquired by Omni Air International.

The revival of another name 
from US airline history proved 
short-lived. The new People 
Express launched flights in 
the summer, but services were 
abruptly cut short in September 
after one of its Boeing 737-400s 
was damaged by a service 
truck and then maintenance 
requirements put its other 
aircraft out of operation. Efforts 
to restore flights have come to 
nothing so far.

Another name disappeared from the US landscape just as 
the year closed, albeit in more orderly fashion. Low-cost 
brand AirTran Airways carried out the last flight under its own 
name on 28 December after completing its integration into 
Southwest Airlines, with which it merged in March 2012.

Tigerair and partners decided in the summer to shut down 
Indonesian operation Tigerair Mandala, one of the biggest 
airlines to fold during the year. A 33% stake in Mandala had 
been acquired by Tigerair – then called Tiger Airways – in 
order to access one of the world’s most promising markets.

Still, doom had been foreshadowed. Mandala was no star by 
any stretch of the imagination and had been grounded since 
January 2011 owing to financial weakness. The Tiger stake 
helped get Mandala up and running again in April 2012, but 
the airline struggled to make its mark, and the move to shut 
the loss-making carrier down came at the start of July. The 
carrier had been operating nine Airbus A320s.

AIRLINEs 
cEAsEd 

opERAtIoNs 
oR 

suspENdEd
IN 2014

44

Source: Flightglobal – list comprises significant airline failures in 2014 where airlines have 
either ceased operations or flights have been suspended for one or more months and 
remain suspended as of 6 January 2015. Some of these carriers have outlined plans to 
resume services in 2015. List excludes some smaller airlines that have ceased flights.
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Indonesian carriers Merpati and Sky Aviation had both 
ceased flights in the first quarter. Merpati suspended 
operations in February following years of massive losses, 
while Sky Aviation grounded flights in March as it sought 
fresh investment. The latter, though, is hoping for a new 
lease of life. It has reportedly lined up the Bosowa Group as 
potential investors with a view to a 2015 restart.

Myanmar carrier Air Mandalay, meanwhile, was forced to 
suspend its flights in December amid tax issues relating to 
importation of leased aircraft. The carrier had signed lease 
agreements for two used Embraer ERJ-145s and an ATR 
72-500, which were due to be delivered to the carrier in mid-
November. But the airline says tax issues have prevented 
it from getting an import permit and prompted it to suspend 
flights. Air Mandalay hopes to resume flights in February.

Chilean carrier PAL suspended operations indefinitely 
in September after it was grounded by the local aviation 
regulator in August over unpaid fees and taxes. That came 
after a brief grounding earlier in the year. PAL was Chile’s 
third-largest carrier, operating five Boeing 737s.

In Europe, a number of small operators fell by the wayside, 
including Italian leisure carrier Livingston, which was forced 
to suspend operations at the end of October. It was a difficult 
second half for carriers in Russia and the surrounding 
region.

The most high-profile airline casualty was Aeroflot’s fledgling 
low-cost brand Dobrolet, which was forced to halt flights 
just two months into service after its Crimean operations 
made it a target of EU sanctions against Russia. Aeroflot 
subsequently launched a successor carrier, Pobeda, in 
December.

Others in the region to struggle over the second half included 
Russian carrier Moskovia, which ceased operations at the 
end of August; Air Armenia, which temporarily suspended 
flights in October; and Polet, which – having entered 
administration – has also just halted flights for a month.

Polet aims to restore flights in January, while Air Armenia is 
hopeful of resuming flights this year.

Air Armenia was forced to suspend flights at the end of 
October following a severe loss of traffic on its Russian 
flights after that nation’s air traffic control disclosed its intent 
to stop providing navigational services to Armenia’s only 
airline, saying unpaid fees had reached $1.1 million.

While the carrier failed to meet its original plan to resume 
flights on 20 December, Kiev-based East Prospect Fund has 

signed an agreement to purchase a 49% stake for $30 million, 
Air Armenia chief executive Arsen Avetisyan has revealed. 
The airline is now hoping to resume flights in March.

In Africa, restructuring at Fastjet – which focused its efforts 
on its Tanzanian operation and attempts to launch a Zambian 
carrier – brought a halt to the Fly540 operations in Angola 
and Ghana. Fastjet had initially planned to use Fly540 as a 
vehicle for its pan-African ambitions. But after a convoluted 
partnership broke up, the original Kenya Fly540 unit 
continues to operate under separate ownership. Its backers 
have also developed their own Tanzanian operation, SAX-
Tanzania.

At the close of the year, another African carrier – Gambia 
Bird – suspended flights until further notice. The airline has 
not given a specific reason for the decision – or indicated 
when it hopes to resume flights – but the announcement 
coincided with indications of unrest in Banjul, the country’s 
capital.

Pressure remains on several carriers going into 2015, and it 
did not take long long for the first airline failure of this year to 
emerge. Australian regional carrier Skytrans ceased trading 
on 2 January, citing the impact of shifting exchange rates 
after the loss of a government contract.

aiRlinE failuREs in 2014: noRth aMERica

Airline Country
Go! United States
North American Airlines United States
People Express United States
Sky King United States
World Airways United States

aiRlinE failuREs in 2014: MiddlE East

Airline Country
TMA Lebanon
RAK Airways United Arab Emirates

Founded in 1948, World Airways was among the oldest airlines to 
cease operations in 2014

Source: Flightglobal – list comprises significant airline failures in 2014 where airlines have 
either ceased operations or flights have been suspended for one or more months and 
remain suspended as of 6 January 2015. Some of these carriers have outlined plans to 
resume services in 2015. List excludes some smaller airlines that have ceased flights.
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cApAcIty sNApshot dEcEmbER 2014

The capacity discipline that has resulted from US airline 
consolidation and has helped drive the sector’s improved 
profitability is further evident in December data from Flightglobal’s 
schedules specialist Innovata.

Capacity as measured in available seat-kilometres on intra-North 
American flights in December 2014 was 3.6% higher than in the 
same month in 2013. This compares with growth of nearly 5% 
in Europe in December and almost 7% in the Asia-Pacific, Latin 
America and Middle East markets.

While this in part reflects the maturity of the market – the North 
American market is the second largest air transport market behind 
Asia-Pacific as measured by ASKs – the relatively low growth 
reflects the continued capacity discipline of US carriers in the 
domestic market.

Much of the attention during 2014 was on capacity on transatlantic 
routes, amid summer profits warnings from both Air France-KLM 
and Lufthansa pointing to weak yields due to overcapacity. While 
other carriers on the transatlantic market were more positive 
about their position in the market, December schedules data 
shows an easing in extra capacity on North Atlantic routes. 
Capacity as measured in ASKs was running around 4% higher 
in December, compared with double-digit increases in capacity 

North America

+3.6%
intra-regional

change

Latin America

+6.9%
intra-regional

change

Europe

+4.6%
intra-regional

change

Source: Innovata from Flightglobal
Note: Data based on one week of scheduled data (December 2014 against December 2013)

Africa

-2.2%
intra-regional

change

Asia-Pacific

+6.8%
intra-regional

change

Middle East

+6.9%
intra-regional

change

+10.2%

+9.8%

+12.0%

+11.8%

+31.9%

+31.9%

+21.2%

+20.8%

on transatlantic routes over the summer.

Capacity was lifted 6.9% by airline on flights within Asia-Pacific, 
including Australasia, as expansion in the region continued 
unabated. December data shows the biggest increase in ASKs, 
in absolute terms, in the Asia-Pacific market. This tallies with 
growth in the region: Asia-Pacific airlines received more than 
two-fifths of aircraft delivered in 2014.

The big Gulf carriers – Emirates, Etihad Airways and Qatar 
Airways – have continued to grow apace, both in their own 
right and through partnerships. This helped drive double-digit 
capacity growth on flights to Africa, Asia-Pacific, Europe and 
North America.

December data from Innovata shows 10% growth on the 
largest of these markets, Middle East-Asia Pacific, including the 
Australian market where both Emirates and Etihad have key 
partners in Qantas and Virgin Australia.

Capacity increased 12% on the Europe-Middle East market in 
December, while there are big jumps on flights to North America 
and Africa – though this in part reflects the relatively small 
capacity currently in the market on direct flights between these 
regions.
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AIRcRAft dELIvERIEs REvIEw

North America

21%

Latin America

9%

Europe

17%

Africa

3%

Middle East

6%
Asia-Pacific

43%

Mainline

Low-cost

Leisure

Lessor

Airlines took delivery of well 
over 1,600 aircraft in 2014, 
data from Flightglobal’s Ascend 
Fleets shows.

A combination of year to date 
deliveries up until 27 November 
and projected deliveries over 
the remainder of the remainder 

of the year, indicates airlines will take delivery 1,644 aircraft 
across the year. That compares to 1,616 in 2013.

Aircraft deliveries to mainline airlines dominated the market 
with a share of 78%. Low-cost carriers took delivery of 
around fifth of all aircraft during the year. A small balance 
of aircraft delivered have gone to lessors who have yet to 
announce operator information.

The largest chunk of commercial aircraft delivered during 
the year went to Asia-Pacific carriers with a share of 43% 
of the world. Within the region, 83% of the deliveries were 
made to mainline carriers while the remaining 17% to low-
cost airlines. 

moRE thAN 
1,600 

dELIvERIEs 
mAdE IN

2014

The fast-growing Chinese carriers took delivery of many of 
these aircraft. The big three, China Eastern Airlines, China 
Southern Airlines and Air China took delivery 155 aircraft 
between them, while Hainan  Airlines took another 19 during 
the the year.

Just over a fifth of commercial deliveries were to North 
American operators. More than a quarter of these were 
delivered to low-cost operators.

European operators represent 17% of the deliveries, of 
which more than three-quarters were taken by mainline 
operators. Aeroflot took the biggest share with 39 aircraft.

While Middle East carriers represent only 6% of global 
deliveries in 2014, the big Gulf three – Emirates, Etihad 
Airways and Qatar Airways – took another 60 aircraft 
between them.

A total of 57% of deliveries were for narrowbody aircraft 
while 22% for widebodies. Regional jet follows with 11%  
and turboprops counted for 10% of the world’s deliveries 
in 2014.

Source: Ascend Fleets from Flightglobal
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